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Non Central Postal Competitions Match A 
 

The Ffennell 
 
1.1 Outline. A smallbore match for a team of four firers. Each firer completes four cards 
of ten targets each.  
 
1.2 Rifles. Any .22 bolt action target rifle. If a magazine is fitted this must only be used 
as a platform. Telescopic sights are not allowed. 
 
1.3 Dress. Rules concerning dress, position and conduct of shooting will be in 
accordance with the current NSRA rules for prone shooting with the .22 rifle, available on 
their website. 
 
1.4 Cards. The following cards must be used according to the range: 
 

1.4.1 15 yards. 1510 BM/89-18. 
 
1.4.2 20 yards. 2010 BM/89-18. 
 
1.4.3 25 yards. 2510 BM/89 (where purchased after 20 Sep 18) or 2510 BM/89-18. 
 
1.4.4 25m. 25M10 BM/89-18. 

 
1.5. Course of Fire. Four cards of ten targets, total forty shots. Sighters are allowed and 
must be fired at a separate sighting target. 
 
1.6 Ranges. 15, 20, 25 yards, or 25m. 
 
1.7 Timing. A minimum of two cards must be completed in the same session. There is 
no time limit for the completion of cards. 
 
1.8 Prizes.  
 

1st The King George V Trophy and four CCRS gold medals. 
 
2nd A challenge shield and four CCRS silver medals. 
 
3rd Four CCRS bronze medals. 
 

1.9 Ammunition. Any .22 target ammunition suitable for the rifle can be used. 
 
1.10 Scoring. All cards must be returned, ungauged, to CCRS for scoring. HPS 400 per 
firer, 1600 per team. 
 
1.11 Special Conditions. 
 

1.11.1 Stickers issued by CCRS must be affixed to the reverse of each card behind 
an aiming mark prior to the start of that series. 
 
1.11.2 If there are fewer than five entries, only first and second place prizes will be 
awarded. If there is a single entry no prize will be awarded. A separate prize for 
Commonwealth Countries (not UK) may also be awarded. 
 
1.11.3 Scores achieved in this match may count towards the CCRS Smallbore 
Winter League competition. 


